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ANITA Anita is a sweet and nurturing painter, she and Rodger are 

married and the own the Dalmatians 
 
ROGER Roger is a songwriter and owner of the Dalmatians. He is soft 

spoken yet confident and displays leadership in a quiet and 
composed way, contrary to frenetic Cruella.   

 
CRUELLA DE VIL Cruella is Anita and Roger’s rich neighbor. She loves fashion 

and has a taste for rare fur coats.  She would like to make a fur 
coat out of the Dalmatian puppies.  She is the villain in the 
story.  Loud and mean.  

 
PONGO AND  Pongo and Perdita are the Dalmatian parents and the have  
PERDITA very similar personalities to their owners.  
 
NANNY Nanny is the warm yet outspoken housekeeper to Roger and 

Anita 
 
HORACE AND  Horace and Jasper are Cruella’s sidekicks and steal the 
JASPER Dalmatian puppies for her.  They are clumsy, funny, and the 
 not so smart characters. 
 
CANIN NARRATORS Dogs that have speaking lines and a few sung passages to 
 help tell the story.  
 
PONGO AND  PATCH, LUCKY, PENNY, PEPPER, TEELA, JACK, ,  
PERDITAS BARKLEY, WICKET, HERMIE, LENNY, OLIVER, CINDER 
DALMATIAN  MOONSHOT, APOLLO, PHIL 
PUPPIES 
  
LONDON DOGS The London Dos help to rescue the puppies from Cruella and 
 Her sidekicks 

• BOXERS-‐British	  Accent	  
• SCOTTIES-‐Scottish	  Accent	  
• POODLES-‐French	  Accent	  
• CHIHUAHUAS-‐Spanish	  Accent	  

 
 



 
 
SERGEANT TIBBS Sergeant Tibbs is the army cat who rallies the London Dogs to 

rescue the Dalmatian Puppies.  
 
VAULT  VAULT DALMATIAN PUPS are discovered in the fur vault.  
DALMATIAN  SPOT and DOT are smaller, one-line parts. Other non-speaking  
PUPS pups can be added if you have a large cast. These characters have  
 much less stage time than Pongo and Perdita's Puppies.  
 
 
DOGCATCHER Helps to catch Cruella at the end of the show.  
 
 
  
POLICE	  OFFICER	   The Police Officer arrests the villains at the end of the show. 	  


